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The Unstoppable March of
TrackerSuite.Net Innovation

Speed, performance and workflow enhancements provided in TrackerSuite.Net 3.6
have been embraced by industry leaders within its customer community.
Since its release in November, TrackerSuite.Net 3.6 has
been welcomed by the TrackerSuite.Net customer base
and praised by reviewers.

“On the Horizon”, page 7).

“For 17 years, Automation Centre has continued to be
a leader in business software innovation,” said Khurram
Ejaz of Automation Centre.

The release of TrackerSuite.Net 3.6 offered a number
of enhancements and new features for almost all of
the TrackerSuite.Net modules. Customers have cited
performance improvements, particularly improved
access speed over even congested networks, among
their favorite enhancements.

“We were one of the first companies in the world to build
on collaborative technology and provide enterprise email
based workflow. We led the way to Web 2.0 by creating
rich Ajax applications, and developed one of the first
Cloud based applications with true Service Oriented
Architecture. Now we are poised to lead the Web 3.0
revolution by creating fast, rich user experiences that
work on a variety of devices and function well on limited
bandwidth.”
“We are very pleased with how well the improvements
in TrackerSuite.Net 3.6 have been received by our
customers, and are looking forward to releasing version
4.0, which was already on the blackboard when we were
putting the polish on version 3.6.” (For a sneak peek at
features in development for TrackerSuite.Net 4.0, read
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Customers Enthusiastic About New Version

TrackerSuite.Net 3.6 delivered powerful new tools as
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well. Michael Rich of Aurora Health Care commented
on the new Project Gantt and Task Dashboard views:
“That’s a lot of work you put into it. That’s impressive.”
These next generation views can be reconfigured on
the fly and then saved by the user as a private view for
later use. In addition, they deliver interactivity with in-line
editing of fields and drag-and-drop workloads on the
Gantt Chart. The data in these views may be exported to
email, Excel, or PDF, making it easy to extract and share
information for meetings.
Customers are not the only ones impressed with the new
design. In her review of TrackerSuite.Net 3.6, blogger
Ronda Levine (www.Brighthub.com) gave the new
release a score of 5 out of 5 for ease of use and new
features, saying “The design team of the program really
took it to heart that creating a program that has a lot of
functionality, and yet is easy to use is valuable...”
Automation Centre also developed new data
visualizations in TrackerSuite.Net 3.6, including an array
of new widgets. One of the more popular additions,
an Open / Closed / Escalated Ticket Widget, provides
metrics on help desk performance and allows users
to drill down to specific tickets. Upon reviewing the
new features and views, Philip Williams of Formica
Corporation said, “It’s brilliant, because you can see
the work that is being done in real time.” (To learn more
about what TrackerSuite.Net has delivered for Formica
Corporation, read their customer story on page 5).

New Tools Empower Users, Enable Success
TrackerSuite.Net 3.6 delivered simple but highly
effective workflow improvements that enhanced the

“
... The
design team of the program really
took it to heart that creating
a program that has a lot of
functionality, and yet is easy to
use is valuable...”
Ronda Levine - www.BrightHub.com
user experience and facilitated daily routines. Michael
Rich singled out the new ability of users to automatically
populate their timesheets with their planned work for
the week as “A very nice piece.” Another key workflow
improvement that customers have commented on is
the ability of users to update the status of a task or
support ticket, and simultaneously charge time against
it. In conjunction with the extended support for mobile
devices (including Blackberry smartphones and Iphones)
available in TrackerSuite.Net 3.6 that allows users
on-the-go freedom to participate in workflow, these
improvements helped TrackerSuite.Net workforces to
become more responsive and act organically.

For More Information
To learn more about TrackerSuite.Net 3.6, please
visit our website, www.TrackerSuite.Net, or call (520)
882-9287 today to speak with an Automation Centre
representative. An evaluation of TrackerSuite.Net 3.6 is
also available for immediate access by registering online
at www.TrackerSuite.Net/RFI. 

“That’s a lot of work you put into it [the
new views]. That’s impressive.”
Michael Rich - Aurora Health Care

An interactive drag and drop Gantt Chart in TrackerSuite.Net 3.6

“We’re at the point now where the challenge isn’t how to communicate effectively with
e-mail, it’s ensuring that you spend your time on the e-mail that matters most.”
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Automation Centre Launches New Demo
Site for IT Executives and Managers
New site allows visitors to experience IT Service Desk Automation from multiple
perspectives, working as a CIO, an IT Manager, an IT Staff or as a Customer.
Automation Centre is pleased to announce the launch
of a new evaluation site created specifically for IT users,
demonstrating the capabilities of TrackerSuite.Net as
a full-fledged IT Service Desk and a best of breed IT
Project and Portfolio Management system.
“Software for organizational effectiveness is often better
experienced than described,” says Steven Birchfield
of Automation Centre. What makes this evaluation
site unique is the ability of visitors to shift among
several user profiles, allowing them to experience the
management of IT projects and services from different
perspectives, including that of an IT Executive, an IT
Manager and Staff, and as a Customer.
As users move from role to role, they can see how
TrackerSuite.Net provides a different virtual workspace
for each user, presenting them with customized menus,
widgets and tools.

“Software for organizational
effectiveness is often better
experienced than described.”
Steven Birchfield - Automation Centre
The available roles include Clarisse CIO, Mark Manager,
Joe User and Carrie Customer.
The Executive Role: Clarisse CIO
An IT Executive, Clarisse CIO utilizes
TrackerSuite.Net for IT project portfolio
management and reviewing the
performance of her organization’s Web
based help desk with configurable reports including
dashboards and charts that allow her to quickly drill
continued on following page 

Experience the New Role Based Demonstration Today!
Register for immediate access at http://www.TrackerSuite.Net/WinningIT

Bill Gates
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“Welcome” pages like this introduce users to their role and how that character utilizes TrackerSuite.Net. Users can shift from role to role whenever they
wish by clicking the “Change User Role” button in the Navigator on the left.

New TrackerSuite.Net Demo Site
continued from page 3

down from a mile-high perspective to individual project
tasks, support tickets and resources.
The IT Manager: Mark Manager
An IT Manager, Mark uses automated
functions in TrackerSuite.Net to manage
his teams, including “Auto Nag” email
reminders for late Web timesheets
and overdue tickets, notifications for task and ticket
assignments and schedule changes, and even
newsletters on project status and progress. Using
views and reports, Mark monitors the performance of his
staff and the progress of work on projects and support
tickets, escalates important tickets, or converts them to
worthwhile projects or tasks.
The IT Staff: Joe User
A member of Mark Manager’s project
team, Joe User’s virtual workspace keeps
him informed of his responsibilities with

personalized widgets, helps him to work efficiently on
project tasks and tickets assigned to him, and simplifies
the creation of timesheets and purchase requests.
Carrie Customer
Carrie is a Customer that Mark Manager
serves. Carrie can access a Web
portal provided by TrackerSuite.Net to
collaborate on projects and support tickets
her organization has submitted.

The Role Based Software Experience
The demonstration does not limit users to a single role
within the evaluation, they may move among these
different characters by simply clicking a link in the lefthand menu.
To experience for yourself the possibilities of role based
software on organizational effectiveness, register today
at: www.TrackerSuite.Net/WinningIT . 

What’s in a Name?
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In Search of a Global IT Solution, Formica
Corporation Selects TrackerSuite.Net
Industry giant chooses TrackerSuite.Net for IT project portfolio management, to
organize and track work and resources across its international business units.
As an industry leader in the development and distribution
of surfacing products for both industrial and residential
applications, ranging from laminate flooring to
construction panels, Formica Corporation faces a high,
international demand for its goods.
Formica Corporation needed a project portfolio
management tool for tracking its numerous IT initiatives.
Often, the corporation would find itself with overlapping
initiatives in different regions including North America,
Europe and Asia. With the same burden shouldered
by all businesses in a still uncertain economy, to do

more with less, Formica Corporation wanted to ensure
its resources were being utilized effectively, neither
left under-utilized nor burned-out under overloaded
demands.
The systems utilized by the business units to manage
projects and resources varied from basic tracking
applications to spreadsheets. The lack of a common
system created difficulties for Formica Corporation in
allocating resources effectively.
continued on following page 

“We like the traffic lights, the red-yellow-green indicators... the ability to
click in and look around [inside a status report].”
Philip Williams - Formica Corporation

A Project Health Dashboard in TrackerSuite.Net. The metrics for the displayed projects are developed from their submitted status reports.

Formica was invented in 1912 by Daniel J. O’Conor and Herbert A. Faber, then working at
Westinghouse. They originally conceived it as a substitute for micarta in electrical insulators. Because
the new product acted as a substitute “for mica”, Faber coined the name “Formica”.
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Formica Corporation Selects
TrackerSuite.Net

particularly valuable, as it uses status reporting “pretty
religiously” according to Philip Williams, a project
manager with the corporation.

continued from page 5

What Formica Corporation wanted was the ability
to view all of their initiatives across regions within a
single system, where the status and progress could be
monitored easily and resource allocations managed for
best results. In addition, the ability to track high level
budget requirements for these initiatives was considered
a priority.
Choosing TrackerSuite.Net
Formica Corporation approached Automation Centre
for a solution. In addition to providing tools for project
portfolio management and resource allocation tracking,
TrackerSuite.Net possessed several competitive
advantages, including its ability to integrate with their
existing systems, such as their Lotus Notes platform,
and workflow approval functions from mobile devices,
including Blackberry smartphones.
Most importantly, TrackerSuite.Net offered Formica
Corporation the ability to configure TrackerSuite.Net to
their own way of doing things, rather than forcing them to
adapt to it as a “vanilla software” solution would.
TrackerSuite.Net provided Formica Corporation with
the tools they were looking for, delivering superior
project portfolio visibility with configurable, color-coded
dashboards showing health, progress, budget and
workload data. TrackerSuite.Net also delivered a rich
status reporting engine that Formica Corporation found

“We like the traffic lights, the red-yellow-green
indicators... the ability to click in and look around [inside
a status report],” remarked Williams.
TrackerSuite.Net also enhanced communication with
automated project portfolio newsletters and notifications
of project schedule and status changes, milestone
achievement and progress. It also provided a central
document repository with functions for access control,
approval workflow and versioning.
At a workflow level, TrackerSuite.Net provided
automated email notifications of task assignments as
well as reminders for status report due dates. Through
its integration with mobile devices via email, Formica
managers could review and approve items using their
Blackberry smartphones, including timesheets submitted
by their employees.

Moving Forward with TrackerSuite.Net
Currently, TrackerSuite.Net is being leveraged by
Formica Corporation’s business units in North America
and Europe, and its use is growing in their Asian offices,
for coordinating development projects, assigning tasks,
reporting project issues and status reporting. With
a central location from which to manage and track
their project portfolios and their associated resources,
Formica is much better able to manage their resource
workloads effectively.
Moving forward, Formica Corporation is considering
the use of TrackerSuite.Net in its change management
initiatives, and the potential of expanding its use beyond
the IT department. 

One Click Export
to PowerPoint
The Project Status Report form provides tabs and links
that put users a click away budget data, milestones,
tasks, project support tickets, issues and risks. Status
reports can be exported to PDF, Word or even as
PowerPoint presentations with the click of a button.

Tracker Tip

WHAT NEWS! The most popular features of Tracker software
are the automated email reminders for timesheets and status
reports. TrackerSuite.Net 3.6 added a new feature - automated
project newsletters! Leverage these to keep project teams,
sponsors and stakeholders all on the same page.
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On the Horizon
With TrackerSuite.Net 3.6 just out the door,
Automation Centre is already focused on the next,
full version release, TrackerSuite.Net 4.0.





There are several ambitious initiatives in
development for the next release, including:






A brand new desktop that emulates the
Microsoft Windows / Apple Macintosh interface,
allowing users to personalize the organization of
their tools and files with foldering and drag-anddrop.
A BYOF (Build Your Own Form) utility
allowing organizations to configure Tracker
forms to their own preference, hiding, relabeling and re-ordering fields in Tracker forms.
Faster access to business intelligence with
drill-down / drill-across information retrieval.







A new security model allowing the securing of
tabs and columns to specific roles.
A powerful new workflow engine allowing subprocesses, such as software testing and change
management, within a project or support ticket.
New document management functions
providing storage in SQL and full text search
against attachments.
New calendaring functions providing the
functionality of a weekly/monthly calendar and a
Gantt Chart.
New email technology providing support for
ticket and project discussions with external
users.

To learn more about TrackerSuite.Net 4.0, contact
your Automation Centre representative today! 

A Little IT Trivia

Microsoft originally planned to release Windows as “Interface
Manager”, until Rowland Hanson, the head of marketing at the
time, made the case that Windows was a far better name.

Hi Victor! Ready to
learn why we should
look into a help desk
system?

I think it’s a waste of
time - what’s all this
for?
Oh, just some
things you
should wear.

Isn’t this a little
extreme - HEY! What
the heck was that?!

A new ticket from
a customer. Rocks
get more attention
than phone calls.

Who’s pounding
on the ceiling?

Oh, that’s the PMO
upstairs, it’s their way of
asking us the status of
their tickets. Hmmm,
Acme is having trouble
with their server again...

Well... I can see why you think you need a
help desk, but when you consider the cost-YIKES!!!

It looks like Acme
escalated their
ticket... You were
saying?

Have an Idea?

We would like to hear about the features
you want to see in TrackerSuite.Net 4.0!
Email us today at Ideas@Acentre.com

